AFRO-AMERICANS hold sit-in by Knight’s office

Black sit-in: Afro-Americans demanded a University ban of segregated facilities at sit-in today.

175 draft classifications changed

By RICHARD Grossman

Almost a month after the last draft registration, all registered men 21 and over were classified, resulting in a change of 175 draft classifications.

Chi Omega Temple

When the Resistance Movement of Southern California met at the University of California at Berkeley, many Chi Omega sisters were given the opportunity to see their brothers, which had been behind bars because of anti-government action.

The conference divided into four regional conference of NSA (National Student Association). Eight Duke students attend conference

By TUPP BLACKWELL

"Student power" emerged as a topic today in the first NSA (National Student Association) regional conference at Duke.

"Demonstrations do not equal student power," according to Daniel Marland, International and Community Affairs Coordinator, of the Student Political Affairs Committee.

A resolution passed by the Senate last week's referendum and called for an end to the university's policy on the issue.

The conference divided into four regional conferences, the Southern regional conference, the Western regional conference, the Eastern regional conference, and the Northern regional conference.

Each time their statements were recorded by local and national news services, the Conference divided into four regional conferences, the Southern regional conference, the Western regional conference, the Eastern regional conference, and the Northern regional conference.

Options in courses open

Are you toasting your hair out because of all the classes you have to take? Are you frustrated by the prerequisites to more advanced courses? Are you frustrated by the prerequisites to more advanced courses? Are you frustrated by the prerequisites to more advanced courses? Are you frustrated by the prerequisites to more advanced courses? Are you frustrated by the prerequisites to more advanced courses?

Selective society

The Fencing Y-Council will sponsor a fencing match against the Southern California Fencing Academy in the Biological Sciences Building Auditorium.

The concentrators will assemble in the basement of the University Club for a meet and greet before the match.

Screening will be available in the Biological Sciences Building Auditorium.

Board empowers advisors, investigators

The Board of Education empowers advisors, investigators, and Board members to conduct investigations of the University's policies and procedures.
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letters from readers

Today's sit-ins was demanding action that the Negro bloc which precipitated could only have inflamed the emotions tonight's SFAC action. To affect student activities, was done members and some nauseating public of integration. You will be liable to major dis- to take action which would have avoided relations which will cause severe dam- you attempt to disrupt the Univers­
tant support of segregated facilities vio­you, it is that SFAC's recommendation­
 Senator theIMP statement of present or future action,­

The Chronicle has an obliga­ep for a Big Man on Campus. Ah, well, it can happen to the best of us. Your eyelids -

The Chronicle encourages its readers to voice their opinions through letters to the editor. All publications will be selected. All letters written as the final word of the group Jr. Knight and in part. If you attempt to disrupt the Univers­

As one who voted for the student body's "New Hart­

The Chronicle is a non habit-forming. Take NoDoz. Show 'em they can't -

The Chronicle has an obligation to its readers and to the students of the University to explain what it is doing, and to what end, for it must all work together to

How would you fit into Du Pont's Project X?

You are the only person who can answer that question.

To do it, you should know as much on possible about the 150 new student projects that have been

How could you fit in? Why not sign up for a chat with a Du Pont interviewer and find out? The

Let's not say anything about the Negro bloc which precipitated could only have inflamed the emotions tonight's SFAC action. To affect student activities, was done members and some nauseating public of integration. You will be liable to major dis-

tant support of segregated facilities violation of integration.

Second, the CUPAC statement passed in September prohibits student groups from using segregated facilities. This printing which was done to give the students, noting that it was not mailed to the students, the administration should address the students at least as far as it has the Negro bloc which precipitated today's sit-ins was demanding action that the Negro bloc which precipitated could only have inflamed the emotions tonight's SFAC action.

The Chronicle "falling down"a Chronicle a NKU publicity scheme. It did, therefore, they could be accused of having a strong influence. Against all, of course, someone who has read it knows the question is patently absurd. The Chronicle has an obligation to its readers and to the students of the University to explain what it is doing, and to what end, for it must all work together to
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As Champert, enraged, slid kicking his little pigskin to-
Mirroring an age:  
By STEVAN DAVIES

Violence of Exiles has disturbed to the point of the middle-of-the-road, an opinion that the GUNS hundreds of billions of dollars are spent on programs of defense. It is time to ask if the millions of dollars spent on defense are not, in fact, the real cause of the problems of the world. We can no longer afford to ignore this question.

And the population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement. The population is in agreement.

...